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Abstract. Let g be the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of a C3 compact
surface of negative curvature. Let \x, be the g-invariant measure of maximal entropy.
Let ft be a uniformly parametrized flow along the horocycle foliation, i.e., ghers =
h^gr; such a flow exists, leaves n invariant, and is unique up to constant scaling
of the parameter (Margulis). We show that any measure-theoretic conjugacy:
(h, fi) -»{h', fi') is a.e. of the form h'So0, where 8 is a homeomorphic conjugacy:
g^g'. Furthermore, any homeomorphic conjugacy g^g' must be a C1

diffeomorphism.

1. Introduction
In the last few years, M. Ratner has proven a series of 'rigidity' theorems for classical
horocycle flows; see [R4] for a survey of these. In the present paper we obtain a
partial generalization, in a geometric context, of her central result in [Rl].

Ratner's main theorem is most easily described algebraically. Here is a slight
specialization of it. Let ^ = P S L ( 2 , R) = SL(2, R)/{±identity}. Let F be a lattice
subgroup of % i.e. F is discrete and F \ $ has an invariant probability measure /A.
On general grounds, fi is unique and is equivalent to the image of the right Haar
measure on 'S. Here are three important flows on F\ CS:

(1) the geodesic flow g, given by

(2) the expanding horocycle flow h, given by

(3) the contracting horocycle flow k, given by

The terminology arises from the connection with geometry, which will be discussed
briefly below. The following commutation relations hold:

gAg-r = K's and grk,g-r = ke-,.
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50 /. Feldman and D. Ornstein

The flows obviously leave /JL invariant. If F' = yoTyo1, l

dyo carries gr, hs, k, to the corresponding g'r, h's, k', on r'\% and, because of unimodu-
larity of % carries /u. to /A'. In particular, 0yo is a measure-theoretic conjugacy:
(/>!,/i)-»(A'1,/*')• (Conjugacies in this paper are always invertible.) Conversely:

(1.1) THEOREM (Rattier [Rl]). Let <j> be a measure-theoretic conjugacy: (Ji,,/*)->
(h'u /j,'). Then there exists yoe 'S and a real number s0 such that <f> = h'Sodyo fi-a.e.

The theorem may be interpreted geometrically. We shall do so here only for the
case when F \ ^ is compact, since our generalization involves only this case. Let S
be a C3 compact orientable surface of negative curvature, U(S) its unit tangent
bundle. There is a natural flow on U(S), again called the geodesic flow and again
written g. It has a unique smooth invariant measure. It is a C2 Anosov flow; thus
there exist a foliation 3€ into expanding curves and a foliation JC into contracting
curves. We shall assume the metric of 5 to be so normalized, and therefore the
speed of g to be so scaled, that g has topological entropy 1.

Now consider the special case when S has constant negative curvature. Then the
aforementioned normalization has the effect of making the curvature - 1 ; and the
U(S) which arise from various such 5 are naturally diffeomorphic to the F\ *§ arising
from various cocompact F. Each of these diffeomorphisms carries g on F\W to g
on the corresponding U(S), which is our reason for using the same notation and
terminology; and carries h and k on F\® to flows along the curves of Sif and X.
The image flows may be characterized geometrically on U(S), up to certain unavoi-
dable ambiguities. Let us again call the image flows h and fc, and the image measure
/j.. Then theorem 1.1 translates into this:

(1.2) THEOREM. If4>: U(S)-* U(S') is a measure-theoretic conjugacy of (hu fi) with
(h[, /J,'), then 4> = h'So6 a.e., where 6 is the lifting of some isometry: S-> S' to the unit
tangent bundles.

It is this geometric form of the result which we shall generalize.
In the variable curvature case, in addition to the geodesic flow g, there are again

choices of flows h and k along $f and 3V which satisfy appropriate commutation
relations with g. The existence of such parametrizations of the curves of H€ and 3if
was shown by Margulis [Ma]; see also Marcus [Ml]; they are essentially unique.
In the constant curvature case they coincide with h and k; but in the general case
they are not even C1, although they are continuous. One effect of the 'normalization'
assumption is to scale the commutation relations properly. There is a unique
probability measure /M invariant under h. It is then natural to ask (see [Rl]) whether
something like (1.2) holds. Our result in this context is that for any measure-theoretic
isomorphism <j> from (h, /x) to (h, /J.') there is some s0 such that </> = h'So6, where 0
is a homeomorphic conjugacy of g with g'. This is of course much weaker than
saying that 6 is the lifting of an isometry between S and S'. But if either M or M'
is of constant curvature, then it easily follows that 6 is the lifting of an isometry.
Incidentally, there is a natural Riemannian metric on any unit tangent bundle, and
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6 will be the lifting of an isometry // and only if it is an isometry for this metric
(theorem 6.1).

Our main result, corollary 4.6, is obtained in the possibly more general context
where g and g' are C2 Anosov flows on compact orientable 3-manifolds M and
M', and satisfy certain natural conditions which are automatic in the 'geometric'
case. It turns out that 6 is actually more than just a homeomorphism: it is in fact
a C1 diffeomorphism (theorem 5.2).

Here is the strategy for the proof of the main result. First, in § 2, we get uniform
estimates on the non-integrability of expanding and contracting curves of (g, M):
this is proposition 2.6. Switching to Margulis's uniform parametrization, which we
indicate by writing h and k, this leads to proposition 3.9, the statement that ft satisfies
Ratner's '$fp property' [R3], which immediately gives corollary 3.10, the generaliz-
ation to the present context of Ratner's 'Basic Lemma' of [Rl]. This is precisely
what was used there to prove, for constant curvature, that <j> is of the form h'Sail),
where ip carries (g, n) to (g', n') as a measure-theoretic conjugacy; and the argument
works equally well for variable curvature. Finally, it must be shown that I]J carries
(k, /JL ) to (k', fji'); this is proposition 4.1. Our proof is quite different from the original
argument in [Rl] which relied on the algebraic nature of the constant curvature
case. A significant simplification of our original argument has been found by L.
Flaminio; it is in fact Flaminio's simplification which will be given here. In § 6 we
describe two results relating to the problem of getting from a homeomorphic
conjugacy of geodesic flows to an isometry of surfaces. A. Weinstein provided the
main argument for the first of these, and the second is due to J. Smillie. We also
obtain, using a result of A. Katok, an isometry result for the case where the
homeomorphic conjugacy arises from a small conformal change in a fixed Rieman-
nian metric.

We owe thanks to various people; especially to C. Croke, for teaching one of us
enough geometry, during several afternoons at the Upper Level Cafe, to make it
possible to carry out § 2; to L. Flaminio for his careful reading of our arguments,
and for allowing us to include his simplification of one of them; to M. Ratner for
several valuable discussions, and especially for pointing out errors at various stages;
and to A. Weinstein for proving the non-trivial part of proposition 6.1.

This paper was written with partial support from NSF grants MCS-83-07086 and
MCS-81-07092, and from the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley.
The first-named author also wishes to thank the School of Mathematics of the
University of New South Wales for its assistance and hospitality.

2. A local limit for good Anosov flows

(2.1) LEMMA. Let M be a compact C2 manifold, and B, C two C1 vector fields
generating flows b, c. Then for any 4> e C2{M),

= lim -[<j>{ctbsx)-c)>{bsctx)],
v-»o st

uniformly in x.
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4>(c,bsx)-(j>(bsctx)=\ C<t>(c,-b,x) dt'- \ C<t>{c,.x) dt'
Jo Jo

- [ B4>{.b,.cx)ds'+\ B4>(bsx)ds'.
Jo Jo

Write tp for C<j>. Then ifeC'tM), so the map (t,X)H-KKC,X) is in C\MxM),
and (t,x)-*B(<J/°c,)(x) is in C°{UxM), and (f, s, x)^B(4> ° c,)bs(x) is in
C°(RxRxM). Then

s,r-»o

uniformly in x.
Now:

I
Jo

<• - } •«

Jo

Jo

B(t°c,.)(bSlx)dt

where 5t is some point (depending on x and t') beween 0 and s; this is just the
Mean Value theorem applied to s>-»t^° c,(bsx). Dividing by st gives

- I B(if> o c,.)(bSix) dt'= - I [B(il,oct.)(bSix)-B(C4>)(x)]dt'+B(C4>)(x).
t Jo ' J o

The integrand -* 0, uniformly in x as s and t->0.
A similar argument, interchanging B and C, gives

c,x)) d s ' - B<t>(bs.x) ds' = C(B<f>)(x),

uniformly in x. Subtracting gives the result. D

Now let G, H, K be nowhere vanishing vector fields on M, meeting transversally,
and with the Lie bracket [G, H] spanned by H and [G, K] by K. Then the orbits
of g and h span a 2-dimensional foliation, as do those of g and k.

g, h and k meet transversally, and so provide local coordinates (in six different
ways, depending on the chosen order of application: (r, s, t)<-^grhsk,x, etc.). Utilizing
this, we see that if s and t are sufficiently small then, for each x e M, there are
unique small p, <r, T, such that gpkThsx = /io.k,x. cr has the same sign as s, and T as (.
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T is defined by: kThsx is the point where the local contracting curve through hsx
first meets the local weakly expanding surface through ktx; cr is defined analogously,
p, cr, and T are of course functions of x, s and t, defined for all sufficiently small s,
t and all x. cr has the same sign as s, and T as t.

(2.2) LEMMA. For s and t sufficiently small, the functions \cr(x, s, t) — s\, \T(X, S, t) —1\,
and \p(x, s, t)\ are a//< const. \st\.

Proof. Let d be the distance induced by a smooth metric on M. From lemma 2.1,
there is for each bound A'>0 some A'>0 so that if |s|, | f |<A' then d(hsktx,
k,hss)<A'\st\ for all xeM. By transversality of H, K, G and compactness of M,
there is some A< A' and some A> A' such that if |s|, |

d(k,grhsy, y)

< A then, for all ye M,

Let s, t be small enough that s, t, cr-s, r — s, and p are all smaller than A; then,
since by definition /c,_Tg^p/io._s(hsfc,Jc) = k,hsx (see figure 2), one has

= Ad(k,hsx, hsk,x)< A2\st\. •

FIGURE 2

Now [K, H] may be written as aG+bH + cK, with a, b,ceC°(M).

(2.3) LEMMA. \ims^op/st = a, lims,^0 (cr-s)/st = b, and lims,^0 (t-r)/st = c, all
uniformly on M.

Proof. For 0 e C2{M),

<t>(Kk, •) - <t>(krhs •) = 4>(glXh, •) - <}>{kThs •) = pG<p(gPikThs •),

where px lies between 0 and p. This equals

But |p|<const. \st\, while G<f>{g^krhs-)-G(t> is small when s and f are small, so
we get pG<t> + o(s, t)st, where 0(5, 0"*0 as s, f-*0. Meanwhile, (p(h^k,-)-(f>(kThs-)
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may be written as

= [K,H]st + o(s,t)st+\ H4>(hs.kr)ds'-\ K<j>(k,hs-) dt',

using lemma 2.1. Now,

H<t>(hs.kr)ds'={a-s)H<t>(hSikr)

* ) ( ( 7 -

= (a-s)H<f> + o{s, t)st.

All this is uniform on M. Similarly,

r o{s, t)st.
J t

So

[K, H]=- G + ?—?- H + — K + o(s, t),
st st st

uniformly in M. •

(2.4) Definition. Now let G be the vector field of a topologically transitive C2

Anosov flow g, and H, K nowhere vanishing expanding and contracting vector
fields, respectively. We assume still that H and K are C1. We also assume that
[K, H] is not identically zero. Such a g we call a good Anosov flow.

The assumption [K, H] not identically zero is equivalent to saying g is not a
suspension; and also that, if a> is the differential form defined by setting
u>(H) = (o(K) = 0 and w(G) = l, then <oAdco is not identically zero. See Marcus
[M] and Plante [P] for further discussion.

Finally, it should be noted that the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of
a compact C3 surface of negative curvature is a good Anosov flow, and in fact this
is the main case we have in mind.

We define a C2 coordinate measure to be a finite measure on M which locally
looks like Lebesgue measured in appropriate C2 coordinate charts. Such measures
obviously exist, and any two differ by multiplication by a non-vanishing C2 function.
The following is just a more complete statement of a results in Plante [P].

(2.5) PROPOSITION. A good Anosov flow has an invariant measure with continuous
non-vanishing density with respect to any C2 coordinate measure.

Proof (sketch). Following Plante, the aforementioned w A dw is an invariant con-
tinuous 3-form on M, and by assumption is not identically zero. So it gives rise to
an absolutely continuous invariant measure A on M. By Anosov [A], this measure
must actually be equivalent to any local C2 coordinate measure; and g is ergodic
for A. Then by Livcic and Sinai [L-S], A has a non-vanishing density with respect
to any C2 coordinate measure. •
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(2.6) COROLLARY, a is never zero.

Proof, a) A da)(G, H, K) may be computed to be the function a. Since G, H, K span
the tangent space at each point, and the measure associated with w A dw has
non-vanishing density, a is never 0. •

Summing up, we have:

(2.7) PROPOSITION. p(x, s, t)/st converges uniformly in x as s, <->0, to a non-zero
continuous function a(x).

(2.8) Definition. We say {G, H, K} is properly oriented if a > 0. (This can always be
achieved by reversing the direction of K if necessary.)

(2.9) LEMMA. If {G, H, K} is properly oriented, then for fixed t # 0 and sufficiently
small, p(x,s,t) is monotonic in s for sufficiently small s: monotonic | if t>0 and
monotonic I if t < 0.

Proof. Let p, = p(x, s, t), T, = T{X, S, t). Then

p(x,s + 5, t) = px + p{hsx, 8, Tj).

This is because p(x, s + S, t) may be characterized by the property that gp(x,s+s,,)
takes some point on the local expanding horocycle curve through k,{x) to some
point on the local contracting horocycle curve through hs+sx. Now, lemma 2.4 tells
us that

p(hsx, S, TJ = (1 ± e)a(hsx)Srl;

and T, is non-zero, having the same sign as /. •

Obviously one may show a similar fact for p as a function of 5 for fixed t.

3. The uniform parametrization
The flows h and k may be represented in such a way that they satisfy commutation
relations with g, as in the case of the geodesic flow on U(S), where S has constant
curvature. This parametrization is due to Margulis [Ma] and Marcus [Ml] .
Specifically: there are continuous functions m and n : M x i ^ R , satisfying:

(1) m(x, •) and n(x, •) are increasing homeomorphisms of R sending 0 to 0.
(2) hm(. s) and kn(.t) give flows hs and k, satisfying

grKg-r = Kri, grk,g-r = K-'l •

It is easy to see that m and n are unique up to positive multiplicative constants.

(3.1) Definition. We call these uniform parametrizations.

h and k are uniquely ergodic (as was shown by Marcus [Ml]), sharing the same
invariant probability measure /i, which may also be characterized as the g- invariant
probability measure of maximal entropy. This measure ix will always be singular,
except in the 'classical' case.

(3.2) Definition. We say g is normalized if the a arising in the commutation
relation is e.
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g may always be normalized by a constant scaling of its time parameter. In the
geodesic flow case, this may be achieved by a constant scaling of the metric. Hereafter
we will always assume that g is so normalized.

(3.3) Definition, ( i ) p{x, s , t) = p(x, m(x, s ) , n(x, t));
(i i) f(x, s , t) = T(X, m(x, s ) , n{x, t)); a n d

(iii) <?(x, s , t) = cr(x, m(x, s ) , n(x, t));
for small s and t.

Notice that p(x, ers, e~rt) = p(g_rx, s, t) if e's and e~rt are also small. Thus p(x, s, t)
may be defined whenever the product st is sufficiently small, by choosing r so that
ers and e~rt are separately small, and defining p(x, s, t) = p~(grx, ers, e~rt). No
inconsistency is possible, because of the earlier sentence. Similar considerations
hold for a and f. The equation gpkfhs = h&k, holds, as in the discussion before
lemma 2.3; the picture there gets stretched to produce a distorted picture elsewhere.
p shares the monotonicity properties of p. Notice also the 'scaling' properties of <r
and f:

a(x, ers, e~'t) = era{g_rx, s, t),

while

f(x, ers, e~rt) = e~rf{g_rx, s, t).

(3.4) LEMMA. For sufficiently small st,

dAx,s,t) = e ^ \
as

Equivalently:

cr(x,s,t)-s= \ (ep(x,s',t)-l)ds'.
Jo

Proof. The points gphsx and h&k,x are connected by a contracting curve of uniform
length e~^f, because of the definition of the quantities and the commutation relation
between k and g. Here p, a- and f are evaluated at (x, s, t). When g, is applied to
both points, they move together, and this occurs uniformly in s on any finite
s-interval, provided ( is fixed and st remains small. Let •s1

 = s0+e~r, a °d Pi,^,^
correspond to the points (x, st, t). Now, by using g^h^x as the starting point, vx - cr0

may be written as

Then

— - = d-(gr+iiohSox, ep<>, e " p ° " r f 0 ) .
S) — So

p0 and f0 stay fixed as r varies, so <r( •, ep°, e~p°~rf0) -» ep° uniformly as r-> oo. Thus
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FIGURE 3

(3.5) COROLLARY. For sufficiently small st, &(x, s, t) — s is monotonic in s.

(3.6) COROLLARY. For sufficiently small st, a(x, s,t)-s differs from js
0 p(x, s', t) ds'

by a factor which is uniformly close to 1.

Proof. ep(x's'l)-l-p(x,s't) is small compared with p~(x,s',t), uniformly in
x, s', f(0< s'< s), provided \st\ stays small. •

Of course, h and k play more or less symmetric roles; for example, df/dt = e~p;
this will be used later.

p has certain uniformity properties, reflected in the following lemma.

(3.7) LEMMA. There are positive constants y (depending on e) and y<\ such that
for all x, s, t, provided only that st is sufficiently small,

(a) \(a(x,s,t)-s)-(<t(x,(l-y)s,t)-(l~y)s)\^e\a(x,s,t)-s\
(b) \*(x,s/2,t)-s/2\<G-y)\&{x,s,t)-s\.

Proof. a(x, s,t)-s = \s
0 (e

p~(x's'-') -1) ds', so because of (3.5) and (3.6) it suffices to
show

(a') |J(Vy), P(x, s', t) ds'\ £ e\j'o p(x, s', t) ds'\

and

(b') |Jo/2 p(x, s', t) ds'\ < (h-y)\l'o p(x, s', t) ds'\.
Let a be so small that |s|, \t\<a implies

p(x, m(x, s), n{x, t)) j
m(x, s)n(x, t) 2 '

via proposition 2.7. To see (a'):

p(x, s', t) ds' p(x, s', t) dt
J(l~y)s < J(l-r)s

\
Jo

yp(x, s, t)

p(X,s',t)ds' p(X,s',t)ds'
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by monotonicity of p in s'. Setting y = g\og(a/s)X, this equals

yp(y,a,st/a) ___ y(l+i)a(y)m(y, a)njyrstj a) m(y, a)
7\p{y,a/2,st/a) \{\-\)ji{y)m{y,a/2)ni^sT/a) m(y,a/2)'

But m( •, a)/m( •, a/2) is bounded on M, so y may be chosen to make the right-hand
side< e. This proves (a'). To see (b'):

rs/2 rss ps/2

p(x, s', t) ds' \ +\ p(x, s', t) ds'
Jo Jo Jss
rs ~ rs ni-s)s

p(x, s', t) ds' \ +\ p(x, s', t) ds'
Js/2 J(i-S)s Js/2

By monotonicity, \SJS
2 p(x, s', t) ds'< J'1^8'1 p~(x, s', t) ds', so dividing the numerator

and denominator by j(
s
l
/2^

S)s p(x, s', t) ds' and using this fact, our expression is no
greater than

rss / r( i-s)j rss /r(i-«)i

/ + 1 / + 1

Jo / Js/2 , Jo / Js/2

s/2

using monotonicity at the last step. Now,

1Ss

p(x,s',t)ds'
0 ^ Sp(x, Ss, t)

p(x, s', t) ds'
Js/2

again by monotonicity. As before, we 'scale' to get this equal to

8 p(y,8a,st/a) ^ 8 (1+|) m(y, 8a)

(\-8) p(y,a/2,st/a)~{\-8){\-\) m(y,a/2)'

But m(-, 8a)->0 uniformly as 8->0, so for sufficiently small 8, this is less than or
equal to (5/(^-5)) • \. Thus the entire expression is less than or equal to

8

A_+1

From this, (b') follows immediately. •

(3.8) LEMMA. Given e > 0, a may be chosen so small that ify = gjij^x with \u\, \v\,
<a, and \sw\<a2/2, then d(hsx, K^^ St w)y) < e.\w

Proof.

Now: |w| and \v\ are small by assumption;

| p(x, s, w)\ = I p(glosw/ax, sw/a, a)\ < sup | p( •, a/2, a)
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by monotonicity, so \p(x, s, w)\ is small. Finally, f(x, s, w)/w~ 1, so \f(x, s, w)\ is
small. Thus, guhvkHx<s<w)gHXtS-w)hsx is close to Jtpc •

(3.9) LEMMA (Ratner's S€p property). Given eo>0, D>0, and No>0,_then there
exists 8>0 andp >0 so that ifd(x, y)<8 andx,y are not on the same h orbit, then
for some N> No either hsx is within e0 ofhs_Dyfor all s in [(1 -/3)TV, TV] or hsx is
within e0 ofhs+Dyfor all s in [(l-p)N, TV].
Proof. Write y = guhvkwx in local coordinates. 5 small will make \u\, \v\, \w\ small.

First suppose w - 0. Then u # 0, and y = guhvx, and he»sy = guhvhsx. If 8 is small
enough then this is within eo/2 of hsx. Now choose TV so \l — e"\N = D; if 8 is
small then N> No. If (1 - )3 ) iV<5< TV, then \s-e"s\ will be between (1 -/?)£> and
D. If fl is a sufficiently small pre-assigned number, then he"sy will be within eo/2
of /TjtQV, and we are done.

If w ̂  0, let e = eo/2 and take a from the last lemma. Then \hsx - fcev(x,»,w).H — eo/2
provided |w|, \v\, \w\ < a and \sw\ < a212. We try to choose TV with |TVH>| < a2/2 and
\eua(x, TV, w) - N\ = D. Let r(s) = |e"d-(x, s, w) - s\, A(s) = (?(x, s, w) - s. Then r(s) =
e"A(s) + ( e u - l ) 5 | . By choosing 8 small we make \w\ small, and setting L = a2/2w,

a scaling argument tells us that A(L) can be made as large as desired. If \r(L)\ < D
then A(L) and (eu - \)L must have opposite signs. Then

- ( -91
L

2

(from lemma 3.7(6))

> y\e"A{L)\-\r(L)> y\e"A(L)\-D/2.

So in any case there is some smallest number TV with r(N) = D; and 0< TVs a2/2w.
Furthermore, smallness of w forces TV to be larger than TV0.

Now: Dzr(N/2)s;y\euA(N)l-(D/2), so \e"A(N)\<(3D/2)y, and
\(e" - l)N\ < (1 +3/2y)D. So if /3 is sufficiently small and * is in [(1 ~P)N, TV] then
by lemma 3.7(a), A(s) will be close to A(N), and obviously also (c"- l ) s to
(eu-l)TV. So

eua(x, s, w) = s + e"A(s) + (e"~l)s,

which is close to s±D, and we are done. •

Next, we generalize the 'Basic Lemma' of [Rl].

(3.10) COROLLARY. Given No> 0, there is some @>0 and some 8>0 such that ifx
and y are closer than 8, and not on the same expanding curve, then for some N> No,
hsx and hsy will be no closer than p, for all s between (1 — P)N and TV.

Proof. Choose D so that hsx and hs±Dx can never be closer than some fixed distance.
But hs±Dx will be very close to hsy for 5 in the appropriate range; thus hsx cannot
be very close to hsy. •
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(3.11) COROLLARY. Suppose (g, M) and (g', M') are good, normalized Anosov flows,
andrfi'.ihi, /*) -»(h[, /JL') is a conjugacy between their respective uniformly parametrized
expanding flows at time 1. Then there is a real number s0, a full measure set Mo<^ M,
invariant under both g and h, and a bimeasurable map i/>: Mo-» M which carries h to
h' and g to g', and such that <j> = h'So\p

 a-e-

Proof. This may be shown exactly as in [Rl]. For expository reasons, we include a
very brief sketch of the argument. By Lusin's theorem, there is a set X of measure
nearly 1 on which <j> is uniformly continuous. Choose x and r so both x and y = grx
lie in X. If r is small, then x' = <j>x will be close to y' = <j>y. Now gJHsx = he'sy, so
hfX and he

r
sy are close, uniformly in 5, provided r is small enough. Then if both

hsx and he'sy happen to be in X, as will indeed be the case for a large proportion
o f s > 0 because of ergodicity of h,then h'sx' = <f>(hsx) will be close to h'e'sy'= <f>(he'sy),
uniformly in s. But also h'sx' is close to g'rh'sx' = he'sg'rx', uniformly in 5 (see figure 4).

h' orbits

M'

FIGURE 4

Then by lemma 3.9, y' must be of the form h'Sog'rx', where s0 depends on x and r.
It is then not difficult to verify that this works for all r and a.e. x, and that s0 is in
fact a constant.

4. Conjugacy of the contracting flows

(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let (g, M) and (g', M') be good, normalized Anosov flows,
and let ipbea measurable conjugacy from (g, h, fi) to (g', h', fj.'). Assume that {g, h, k}
and {g', h', k'} are properly oriented. Then there is some C> 0 for which ip carries
(ic,,fi) to (k'Cl,iJ,')forallt.

Proof. Choose small, positive 6. By Lusin's theorem, there is some X c M, /n(M)>
1 -(0/100), with </* uniformly continuous on X and i/T1 onX' = </>(X). By ergodicity
of h, there exists Yc M, fi(Y)>\-(0/100), and a positive number / so that if
xe Y and N>I then |{se[0, JV]: hsxeX}\>(\-0/50)N. Let W=XnY. The
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image Y' = I(I(Y) has the analogous property for h'. Let W' = X'n Y'. Note that
W = «MW), and that fi(W)>l-(0/50).

The argument now proceeds in several steps: (4.2)-(4.6).

(4.2) LEMMA. There is some 8 > 0 so that if 0 < \t\ < 8, and x and y (where y = k,x)
are both in W, and we write x'= \p(x) and y'= \p(y), and write y' as g'uh'vk'wx' with
u, v, w small (as may be done when 8 is small enough), then w/1 > 0.

Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming t> 0, since the roles of x and y
could be reversed. Fix D> 0 as in the proof of lemma 3.11. Choose /3 > 0 so that
if h'Slx and h'S2x' are closer than /3, then \s1 — s2\ < D/2. Choose y so that if x1 and
x2 are in X and within y of each other then i/ocj and i/oc2

 a r e within /?/3 of each
other. Let N = (a2/2)(1/ tv\w\). If a is small enough, and 0<s<N, and 8 is small
enough, and 0 < t < 8, then:

(a) hsx and h&(xst)y are within y of each other;
(b) if hsx and h&^Stt)y are in X, then h'sx' and ^(x,s,,)>'' are within /3/3 of each

other;
(c) writing z' for fc^,x, h'sx' and /T^(XiSlv)z' are within y3/3 of each other;
(d) h'^xx;s,w)z' a n d ^eVtx'.s.w)^' a r e within /3/3 of each other; and therefore
(e) if hsx and h&(XAI)y are in X then h'9^s%t)y' and AeV(X',s,W)^ are within )8 of

each other.
But we shall show that if w < 0 and 8 is small enough then there is some s with
hsx and ^ ( x ? J I )y in X and |<7(x,.s,/)-e"<?'(x',.s,w)| close to D. This will provide a
contradiction.

The argument has similarities to the proof of lemma 3.10. Write q(s) for \a-(x, s, t) —
e"&'(x', s, w)\, A(s) for a(x, s, t)-s, A'(s) for a'(x', s, w)-s. Notice that A(s)>0
and A'(s)<0, since we are assuming w<0. So

q(s) = \A(s)-euA'(s)-(e»-l)s\.

Suppose q(N)<D. Now, if N = a2/2t, then A(N) is large, by scaling. If N =
a2/2\w\, then -e"A'(N) is large, for the same reason. In any case, A(N) - e"A'(N)
is large; so also (eu - \)N is large, and positive, always provided 8 is small enough.

Now by (3.7(b)), there is some y, 0 < y <\, (chosen to work in both M and M')
for which A(N/2) < (j-y')A(N) and A'(N/2) < (^-y)A'(N), so

A(N/2)-e"A'(N/2)<$- y)(A(N)-e"A
and

q(N/2) a (eu - l)N/2-(A(N/2) - e"A'(N/2))

> y(eu - \)N-(\-y)(A(N) - e"A'(N) -(eu -

>y(eu-\)N-(\-y)D.

But if 8 is small enough then (eu - l)N gets large, making this >D. So in any case,
8 small enough forces q(s)>D somewhere. Let L be the smallest s > 0 with q(s) = D.

Now we see that (e" - \)L, A(L), and A'(L) are all bounded by a fixed constant
multiple of D. Arguing as before: D> q(L/2)> y(eu-\)L-(\-y)D, so
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and a similar bound follows for A(L)-erA'(L) and hence for A(L) and -erA'(L)
separately. But also, making 5 small makes (e"-l)s, A(s), and e"A'(s) small for
any fixed s, so L can be made large by making S small.

Let S = {se[O,L]:hsxeX}, and T = {se [0, a(x, L, t)]: hsyeX}. If L is large
enough then | s | > ( l -(0/5O))L; and since <f(x, L, t) will also be large, and since
the derivative of the map si->o-(x, s, t) is near 1, the inverse image of T in [0, L]
has measure >(1 -(0/25))L. So there is some s in [(l-O)L, L] with hsx and h&(x^t)y
in X. If 0 is small enough, then by corollary 3.7(a) the terms (eu - l)s and A(s)-
e"A'{s) will differ little from (e" - 1 ) and A(L) - e"A'(L). So q(s) differs little from
q(L) = D, proving the lemma. •

Next we need some measure-theoretic discussion. Let us choose our basic neighbour-
hoods more carefully. A local contracting (LC) curve is a curve of the form t>-+k,x,
for small values of t. A local weakly expanding (LWE) surface is a surface of the
form (r, s)>-+grhsx, for small values of r and s. A local cylinder will be a subset P
of M which is obtained by taking two nearby LWE surfaces Do and D1 such that
every point of Do is connected to a point of Dx by an LC curve. Dually, P is the
union of all the points on the LC curves from Do to Dx. Thus P is a union of LWE
surfaces, and the Poincare map along LC curves is 1-1 onto between any two of
these LWE surfaces. Similarly, P is a union of LC arcs, and the Poincare map along
LWE surfaces is 1-1 onto between any two of these LC curves.

FIGURE 5

In figure 5, Do, D, Dt are LWE surfaces in P, called 'disks', while A is an LC curve,
called a 'segment'.

Now we introduce coordinates: in a local cylinder P containing x, we send the
point where the segment through grhsx meets the disk through k,x, to the triple
(r, s, t). Call this the standard coordinate system with x as origin. Notice that then
the measure fi is, infinitesimally, a fixed multiple of drdsdt; more precisely, we
state without proof the following, which may be deduced from the descriptions of
ix given, for example, in [B-M] and [Ml] .

(4.3) PROPOSITION, (a) The conditional measure on LWE surfaces is proportional to
hyperbolic measure on the Poincare upper half-plane, while that on LC curves is
proportional to the parameter length.

(b) The Poincare map along LC curves, from LWE surface to LWE surface,
preserves this conditional measure; and likewise the Poincare map along LWE surfaces
from LC curve to LC curve, preserves conditional measure.

(c) There is a B>0 such that for any e > 0, ifP is a sufficiently small local cylinder,
and we put on P the standard coordinate system at xe P, then the image of /x\P is
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within a factor [1/(1 + e), 1 + e] of B x Lebesgue measure on the coordinate image P
ofP.

Concerning (a): this is fairly obvious from the fact that fi is invariant under g, h,
and k. Concerning (b): in those arguments where (b) is used, absolute continuity
would actually have sufficed. Concerning (c): we let B' be the corresponding constant
for M', and let C = B/ B'. The contracting horocycles could, of course, have been
scaled so that B = B' = \.

(4.4) LEMMA. Given EX > 0, there exists 8X > 0 such thatifO<tl<8l then the following
set Uh has measure > 1 - e^ x, e Uh if, writing yx = khxl, x[ = ipxu y[ = ipyx, then y[
may be written as g'^h'^k'^x'i with |M,|, |D,|, I w ^ e j and 0<w1/tl<C + e1.

Proof. By the Lebesgue density theorem, almost all points of W are Lebesgue density
points with respect to conditional measure on LC curves. Let Mo be as in corollary
3.11. Let M'o = t/KMo), and let A be the set of x' in M'o n W for which, if 0 < w < Bo,
a proportion at least 1 - 0 of the segment {k,xr: 0< f'< w} lies in M'on W. Since
M ( W " ) > 1 - ( 0 / 2 5 ) , /30may be chosen so small that fi'(A)> 1 -(6/20).

Let Dx(a) = {gXx: \r\, \s\ < a} and Sx{ B) = {k,x: 0< t < B}. If a and B are small,
then there is a (unique) local cylinder Px(a, B) containing Dx{a) as a disk and
SX(B) as a segment. Now choose e > 0, and subject /30 to the further condition that
PAfio, Po) always exists and satisfies proposition 4.3 for this e, and analogously for
the similarly defined P'X(BO,BO) containing D'X.(BO) and S'X(BO), x' in M'.

In a similar manner to the first condition on Bo, we may choose a0 so small that
if A is the set of x in M'on W for which at least 9/10 of the conditional measure
of D'x(a0) lies in A, then fi'(A)> 1 — (0/10). o0 should also be smaller than Bo/2.

Choose positive eo^Bo. We shall also want ejao small; exactly how small will
be seen later.

Now choose positive S0<a0, smaller than the ex of this lemma. It should be so
small that all segments of Px(aQ, 5,) are shorter than the 5 which would work for
lemma 4.2 using i/T1 instead of tp. 80 will also satisfy another smallness condition,
which will be described later.

Next choose positive 8, < a0, and smaller than the S of lemma 4.2, and so small
that if x and k,x are in W and ^i{k,x) = g'uKK<l>(x) and 0< t < 5, then \u\, \v\, \w\ <
So. There will be another smallness condition on Su to be described later.

Choose any tu 0<tl<8l. The set Vh = k_ti(MonW)nili~\A) has measure
>1 - (0 /25)- (0/lO)> 1-0; we claim it is contained in Uh.

For, choose any x, in V,,. Let P= PXl{a0, tt), Do= Dx^ao), its 'bottom', and D,
the disk in P through k,lxl = yu i.e. the 'top' of P. Likewise we set R = PXi(a0+ e0, tx),
Eo its bottom, Et its top. Similarly we define P'= P'xi(a0, w,), where x'1 = il/(xi),
and y[ = 4'(yi) = gulh'Vlk'Wix[; and set Do = its bottom, D[ its top. Also set R' =
P'xl(oto+e0, wj, E'o its bottom, £', its top. Now, \}J{DO) = D'O, but ^/{DX)^D[.
However, if 80 is sufficiently small, and if x'eD'o, y' = k'wx'e D'u x = i)/'1x', and
y = i/>~ V , then the point k,x where the segment over x meets Dx is very close to y,
and in the same LWE surface, so that y is the image under the Poincare map from
Eo to Ex of some point close to x; that is, *1>~1{D\) c £,. Similarly S, may be chosen
so small that «/»(D,) <=£',.
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E\

x\

FIGURE 6. A sketch, as if LWE surfaces were one-dimensional. i/» carries horizontal shading on left to
horizontal shading on right, sheetwise.

Let v represent the conditional measure on Eu v' that on E[. Then

)) *'(
P\D\)

v\E\) v

v\D\) v\D[)

J) v\E\) vjD,)

v'(D')

v'{D\) v\UE,)) v'(D[) v(Ex)'
If e0 is small enough compared to a0 then this will be < 1/10. Since AnD'o contains
9/10 of the measure of D'o, and since the Poincare map from D'o to D[ along
segments is measure-preserving, there must be some point x'2 in A n D'o so that the
segment through x'2 hits D[ in a point k'W2x'2 of W, w2>0.

Write x2 for ip~lx2, and write ip~xk'W2x2 as gr2K2khx2. Then <2>0, by proposition
4.2. If 0 < w < w 2 and fe^,x2G W, and we write ^"'(fc^Xj) as grhsk,x2, then again
0 < t < t2, by proposition 4.2. If also fc'wx2 is in M'o, then if So was originally chosen
small enough, the entire disk D' of P' through k'wx2 is mapped by i/f"1 into the disk
E through il/~1(k'wx'2) in R (as before with DJ and £,, although it becomes slightly
more intricate). Thus, if we set / = M'onW'n (segment through x'2), then the image
of / in any other segment is also mapped by i/*"1 into R. Now, J has 1 — 0 of the
length of the segment through x'; and since the Poincare map is measure-preserving,
1 -0 of P ' is carried by <p~l into R. So /* (£)>(1 -0)fi'(P'). But fi(R)^
(1 + e )B(a o + eo)2^, by proposition 4.3(c), while n(P') > (1/(1 + e))B'alwx. Thus

Choosing 6 small, then e small, then a0 as small as required for this e, then e0 very
small, we get

concluding the lemma. •
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Now a function T(x, t) will be defined as that unique T (if it exists) for which

(4.5) LEMMA. For every t¥=Q, T(x, t) is defined and 0<T(x, t)/t<Cfor a.e. x.

Proof. We show only for t> 0; it is easy then to get the result for negative t as well.
Choose t>0. Now,

ti(g-rUe-',) = n(l7e-',)+l asrfoo,

by lemma 4.4. So for a.e. x there is a sequence 0 < r ,< r 2< • • • oo with xeg_rmC/e--•„,
for all m = 1,2,..., Let xm = g,mx, tm = e~'-t, x' = ip(x), x'm = <A(xm) = g'rmx'. Let
y = k,x, ym = grmy =_k,mxm, y' = Hy), y'm = <l'(ym) = grmy'- By definition of U,m, we
have y'm = g'Uni Kmk'Wmx'm with |«m|, \vm\, |w m |^0 and 0 < wjtm< B/B'+em, with
em -» 0, because of lemma 4.4.

Now:

y'l = g'n-rmy'm = gr.-^gL,,, fc'umfc'wmXm

Note that um and er '~r m^0, so k'e'm-'iWmx[-*y[. Furthermore,

Choose a convergent subsequence of erm~r'wm (since we see that it is bounded); it
converges to Cotu where C0^C; Co depends on lots of things, of course. Then
y'i - k'cohx'u so, applying g!_ri, y' = k'Co,x', and T(x, t) is defined and <Cf, proving
the lemma. D

(4.6) LEMMA. </» is uniformly continuous on a set of measure 1.

Proof. By the previous lemma, for all x in a set JV of measure 1 the set V(x) of
t ^0 for which T(x, t)/t<C has full measure on U (use Fubini). We show that for
any local cylinder P in M, if is uniformly continuous on Nr^P. Choose xux2 in
NnP. There is some disk Dc Pn Mo for which D meets the LC segments of P
through X! and x2 respectively in points khXi = y, and k,2x2 = y2 with (,-e V(xt); this
is because each V(xf) has full measure in R, and the Poincare map from segment
to segment along disks is measure-preserving. Furthermore, \t2\ may be made as
small as desired. Now

x2 = k_hy2 = k.hgrhsyx - k_hgrh~skhxx,

so setting w, = T(x,, tt), we have

Then measuring the distance of close points in M by d(grhsk,x, x) = max (|r|, |s|, |f|),
and analogously in M', and using the fact that |w,| < C\tt\ and that |f2| may be made
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arbitrarily small, we get

which proves the lemma. •

To complete the proof of proposition 4.1, note that if the continuous extension of
ip sends x to x' then it sends k,x to some k'wx' with 0 < w / f < C , for every t^O.
Arguing similarly for if/~\ we have 0 < t/w < 1/C also, so w = Ct. D

(4.7) COROLLARY. If (g, M) and (g', M') are good normalized Anosov flows, and
<f>: (hu (i)i->(h[, //.') is a conjugacy between their (uniform) time 1 horocycle transfor-
mations, then there is a real number s0 and a homeomorphic, orientation-preserving
conjugacy 0: (M, g) -»(M', g') such that <f>x = h'Sodxfor /x-a.e. x.

(4.8) COROLLARY. The set of lengths of closed orbits of g is a conjugacy invariant of

Recent work of A. Katok [K] based on ideas and work of Livcic [L] shows that,
given an isomorphism of the fundamental groups of S and S' which preserves the
lengths of the unique closed geodesic in each (free) homotopy class, this isomorphism
is induced by a homeomorphic conjugacy of (g, U(S)) and (g1, U(S')). Therefore
(4.8) may be made more precise:

(4.9) COROLLARY. The function on the fundamental group of S which assigns to each
(free) homotopy class the length of the unique closed geodesic in the class, is a complete
conjugacy invariant for the ergodic transformation (hlt /A).

(4.10) COROLLARY. Let C(h1, /J.) be the set ofinvertible /j,-nonsingular transformation
on M which commute with hx. Then C(hl, /j,)/{hs: seU} is finite.

Proof. Let ^ be the group of those homeomorphisms of 6 which commute with g,
h, and £ Then each coset of {hs: seU} in ^(h, fj.) contains precisely one member
of % We show that % is finite.

From the fact that the set {grhsk,x: \r\, \s\, \t\ < 1} is an open neighbourhood of x,
that the action of some 'S on this neighbourhood is completely determined by what
it does to x, and that M is compact, one easily gets that <S is compact in the topology
of uniform convergence on M.

If 6 in *$ is uniformly within 8 of the identity, then hs8(x) = 6(hsx) is within 5
of hsx for all s, and lemma 3.9 or corollary 3.10 tells us that 6(x) = hs(x)x for all x,
provided S is sufficiently small.

From 6h = hO we get S(hsx) = S(x) for all 5, so from ergodicity of h we get that
S is a.e. constant; and since 6 is a homeomorphism, S is everywhere constant. Then
from 6g = g6 and grhs = he\gT we see that this constant is zero. •

Note that Ratner's proof of the above fact in the constant curvature case [Rl] goes
by explicitly describing ^(h, n).

(4.11) Problem (see [R3]). To what extent do Ratner's other results in [Rl], [R2],
[R3] hold here? In particular, what about the 'Factor Theorem' in [R2]?
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(4.12) Problem. Ratner's results actually hold for constant curvature surfaces of
finite volume. Can our variable curvature results be generalized in some such way?
Presumably uniform bounds on curvature would be needed. It would probably be
necessary first to get a 'uniform parametrization' result and some 'almost unique
ergodicity' as in Dani [D].

5. Differentiability
Now let us begin with a homeomorphic conjugacy 6 from (g, M) to (g', M'), with
g and g' normalized. An easy topological argument shows that such a homeomorph-
ism must take the contracting foliation in M to that in M', and similarly for the
expanding foliation. Then uniqueness of the uniform parametrizations show that h
is taken to h' and k to k', provided {g, h, k} and {g, h', k'} are properly oriented
and properly scaled.

Returning to the notation of § 2, we also have the smooth flows of h and k on
M, with infinitesimal generators H and K, and similarly h' and k' on M' with
infinitesimal generators H', K'. Recall also the functions p and p', defined near
Mx(0 ,0 ) and p' defined near M'x(0 ,0) . Define 5 and T by h's(x,s)(6x) = 6(hsx)
and k'nx,,)(Ox)=O(k,x).

(5.1) LEMMA. S>-*S{-, S) andt<->T(-, t) are continuously differentiate {as functions
with values in C°(M')).
Proof. p(x,s,t) = p'(6x,S{x,s),T(x,t)). But p(-,s,t)/st-*a as s,t-*O, and
p'(-,s,t)/s't'^a' as s', r '-»0 (both uniformly on M ) . Also, S ( - , s ) - > 0 uniformly

as s-*0 and T{-, s ) -»0 uniformly as t->0. Choose 5 > 0 so small that if |s | , | f | < 5

then S(-,s)T{-, t)/st = (1 ±e)(a/a'° 0) then

log + log

where e! = log(l±e) . Fixing t with 0 < | t | < 5 , we see that |s| < 5-»log (5(- , s)/s) is
within el of a continuous function. Since e, can be made arbitrarily small,
log (S( •, s)/s) -> a continuous function, uniformly as s -» 0. So, S( •, s)s -> a non-zero
continuous function, uniformly, as s-*0. Thus s>-+S(-,s) is differentiable at s = 0,
as a function with values in C°(M'). Now: S(x, so+s) = S(x, s0) + S(hSox, s), so

(•, s) is differentiable at all s. Furthermore,

dS(-,s)

ds ds

Examining the previous argument more carefully,

S(hSn-,s)T(hSn-,t)_

st K e)
st v a '°0(V)'

so
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and therefore Sih^x, s)/s is, as a function of both s0 and x, close to a non-vanishing
continuous function of x and x Thus s^S(-,s) is a continuously differentiable
function from s to C°(M'). Similar arguments work for f t-»7"( •, *)• D

(5.2) THEOREM. 0 is a C1 diffeomorphism.

Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that 0 is C1. Let x' = 0(x), and let 0{k,hsgrx) =
Kh'sg'rx'. Then r = r', S' = S(grx, s), and t' = T{hsgrx, t). Since (r, s, f) and (r1, s', t')

give local C1 coordinates near x and x' respectively, it suffices to show that for
fixed x the map

(r, s, t)^(r', s', t') = (r, S(grx, s), T(hsgrx, t))

is C1. We do this by writing S(grx, s) and T(h, grx, t) in another way which makes
it obvious.

Let a be defined on M x R x U by grhsx = ha(xsr)grx. Then a(-,-,r) is, for each
r, a C1 reparametrization of ft. Let a be the inverse reparametrization:
a(x, a(x, s, r), r) = s. a is likewise C1. Similarly define a' and a' on M 'xR xR.

grx

a(x,s, r) S(x,a(x,s,r),r)

FIGURE 7

Guided by figure 7, we see that s'= S(grx, s) may also be written as
a'( x', S(x,a(x, s,r)),r). If x is fixed so is x'. The map (s, r)*-*a(x,s, r)>->
S(x, a{x, s, r), r) is C1, using lemma 5.1. Plugging this into

a'(x', S(x, a(x, s, r), r), r)

gives that (s, r)>-»s' = S(grx, s) is C1 for fixed x.
It remains to show that ('= T(hsgrx, () is a C1 function of r, s, t. The argument

is similar. We will need the function T from § 2, and the analogous function T'.
These are C1 where defined. The function T(X, S, •) is a reparametrization defined
near 0, and we denote by f its local inverse: f(x, s, T(X, S, /)) = '• Similarly, f'.

k,h,g,x
r(hsgrx,-s,t) T(g,x, r(hsg,x, -s

Kg'r*'

FIGURE 8
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Guided by figure 8, we see that

t'=f'(h's.g'rx', -s, T(grx, r(hsgrx, -s, t))).

Now we have already shown that for fixed x, (r, s)>-+S(grx, s) is C1, so (r, s)>-*
T(grx, t) is C1, by the same argument. Then application of the chain rule gives the
result. •

6. 77ie isometry question
Let S and S' again be compact orientable surfaces of negative curvature. Any
isometry from S to S' lifts to a homeomorphic conjugacy of (g, U(S)) with
(g1, U(S')). We may then compose this with some fixed g'r, and the result is again
a homeomorphic conjugacy of (g, U(S)) with (g', U(S')). Does every homeomor-
phic conjugacy of (g, U(S)) with (g', U{S')) arise in this manner? We cannot answer
this question, but there are two relevant comments which will be made.

There is a unique Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle which projects to
the Riemannian metric on the surface, whose fibres have their natural arclength,
and the natural circle action is by isometries; see [B].

(6.1) THEOREM (A. Weinstein). The following statements are equivalent for a homeo-
morphic conjugacy 0: (g, U(S))^(g', U(S')).

(a) 6 is an isometry for the canonical metrics.
(b) 0 takes a fibre in U(S) to a fibre in U(S').
(c) 6 is the lift of an isometry: S-» S.

Proof. (a)=S>(b) The group $ of isometries of U{S) is a compact Lie group in, say,
the topology of uniform convergence. Its component J>0 of the identity is therefore
a compact connected Lie group. Let 2T be the subgroup of Sf0 given by the canonical
circle action on U(S).

(6.2) LEMMA. 2T = $O.

Proof ST is a maximal torus in $0, for if there were a two-dimensional toral subgroup
of ^o containing 3", then the action of ST could be factored out to get an action of
a 1-torus on S, whereas it is well-known (see [Y-B]) that the isometries of S are
discrete.

The only compact connected Lie groups with a maximal torus of dimension 1
are T1, SU(2), and SO(3), so So is isomorphic to one of these. We shall show that
the second and third alternatives are impossible.

Consider an orbit of the action of $0. It must have dimension >1, since the orbits
under 2F are circles. If an orbit had dimension 2 then it would be a 2-dimensional
homogeneous space of SU(2) or SO(3), hence it would be the 2-sphere or the
projective plane. 2T acts on the orbit without fixed points, which would be impossible
here, by the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, so dimension 2 is ruled out.

If an orbit had dimension 3 then the orbit would be a 3-dimensional compact
submanifold of U(S), hence would be all of U(S). Thus U(S) would be a quotient
of SU(2) or SO(3) by a discrete subgroup, so SO(3) would have SU(2) or SO(3)
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as a simply connected covering space. But the simply connected covering space of
U(S) is in fact U3, giving a contradiction, which proves the lemma. •

(a)<=(b): If 6 is an isometry, we may get another free isometric circle action on
U(S) by using 8 to carry over to U(S) the circle action on U(S'). By the lemma,
this action must have the same orbit as ST; thus </> carries fibres to fibres.

(b)=>(c): If 6 sends fibres to fibres, then the map 0 may be pushed down to a
map: S-» S', and the pushdown sends geodesies to geodesies in a length-preserving
way; thus the pushdown is an isometry.

(c)=»(a) because the construction of the metric on U(S) and U(S') is functorial.
•

Finally, we quote the following uniqueness result, proved by J. Smillie; the proof
will probably appear elsewhere.

(6.2) THEOREM (J. Smillie). / / 0 , and 62 are isometries l/(S)-» U(S'), and they have
the same effect on the homotopy groups, then 02 = g'ro° 6\ for some fixed r0.

This still leaves us with the question:

(6.3) Is every homeomorphic conjugacy from (g, U(S)) to (g', U(S')) a geodesic
translate of a lift of an isometry: S-» S'?

In view of the aforementioned result of Katok (see (4.11), (4.12)), this is equivalent
to the following well-known question (see, for example, Guillemin-Kazhdan [G-K]
and Ballman et al. [B-B]).

(6.4) Given an isomorphism of the fundamental groups of S and S' which preserves
the length of the unique closed geodesic in each (free) homotopy class, is it induced
by an isometry of S with 5'?

There are two related special situations in which the answer to (6.4) is affirmative.
The arguments make use of the following result of A. Katok [K]. Since his proof
is short and sweet it will be included.

(6.5) PROPOSITION. Let S be a compact surface of negative curvature, and T{S) its
fundamental group. Let I be the function on T(S) which assigns to y the length of the
unique closed geodesic isotopic to the members of y. Suppose K is a positive function
on S so that the conformally equivalent metric obtained by scaling by K has the same
length function on F(S). Then K=\.

Proof. Let V be the surface area for the original metric, and V the surface area in
the new metric. We shall show that K # 1 => V > V. This will do it, since the situation
is actually symmetric. Now, the Schwarz inequality tells us that if K P 1 then

iv^dA^eJl KdAyll dA, where 0<6><l.

Choose a closed geodesic C isotopic to the members of y, and approximately
uniformly distributed (with respect to the original metric). Then /(y)<new length
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of C = Jv /̂c ds, so:

•
(6.6) COROLLARY. Let S be a compact surface of negative curvature such that its
length function I on F(S) has multiplicity one, i.e. y^ y'=>/(y) ^ '(y'). Then there is
some 8>0 so that if KU K2 are C2 positive functions S with \K{ —1| < 5, and lu l2 the
length functions on T(S) obtained by using the K, to make conformally equivalent
metrics on S, and a is an isomorphism of F(5) carrying lx to l2, then a = identity and

Proof The values of / form a discrete set. Let Fo be a finite set of generators for
F(S). Then there is some e > 0 such that if | ( / ( y ) / / (y ' ) ) - l | < e, for some y in Fo

and any y' in F(S), then y = y'. Now choose 8 so small that

hiy) ,
- 1 < £ .

This can be done, since /i(y)//(y) and /2(y)//(y) will be close to 1, uniformly in
yeF(S) , if S is small. Thus: yeF 0 =^y = a(y)=>a = identity and /i(y) = /2(y) for
all y e F(S), and by Katok's result, K, = K2. •

(6.7) COROLLARY. Let S be a compact surface of constant negative curvature. Then
there is some 8>0 so that if KU K2 are C2 positive functions on S with |K; — 1|<5,
and lu l2 the corresponding length functions on F(S), obtained by the associated
conformally equivalent metrics, and a is an isomorphism of F(S) carrying lt to l2,
then there is an isometry i of S carrying K, to K2.

Proof. There is a finite subset Fo of F(S) such that if l(a(y)) = /(y) for all y e Fo

then /(a(y)) = /(y) for all yeF(S) . This is a folk-theorem of hyperbolic geometry,
which was explained to one of us by L. Bers. If S is small enough, then

/2(y) = / i (a ( r ) ) fora l l y eF0=>/2(y) = / ,(a(y)) for all yeF(S)

=>there is an isometry i of S such that a(y) = y ° i.

Then /2(y) = ?i(y • i). so by Katok's result, K2 = K^° i. D
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